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3. Labials

3. L Final and intervocalic b may become w\ e.g., hdwaw 'serpent' (Amh, ^bab,

but Ed. also dwaw)\ aw 'father' (Amh. abbat, but Har. Ed. also aw)\ n^w *bee' (Amh,

n^b, but Ed. also naw); rdhaw 'hunger' (from rdhab, Amh. rab)\ qawi 'butter' (Amh.

qabe, but Ed. also ^^w); t^wwah 'early morning* (also Amh. (wat, from the root $bh);

hawa 'give' (from the root whb 'give* with loss of the initial w, G. wdhabd; for the

loss of the initial w, cp. also Tna. habd).

In the [A or B] dialect: §9w 'hyena* (Amh. §9b); pw 'breast* (from 0bba 'suck');

z^naw 'rain* (for zanab); [A] tabaw 'narrow' (Amh. tdbbab); gdws 'sorghum* (Amh.

gabs); rdhdw-a 'find' (Amh. rdkkdbd); sdddw-a 'insult' (Amh. sddddbd),

3.2. Loss of b occurs in [A] gulot, (SArg.) guled 'knee* (Amh. gulbdt); asuma

[A] dSi^absuma 'grandchild*.

3.3. Altemance between b and m in one dialect and loss of am in another dialect

occurs in dimsy dus 'honey' in relation to Ar. dibs.

Altemance between b and/occurs in Argobba hdgara,fdgara 'buttocks*, Amh.

fdgara.

3.4. Insertion of b occurs in gumbaC 'chin, cheek', for gunba^ ("for nb becom-

ing mb, see 7.2.1), Amh. gunc. In [A] dbg^r 'foot', Amh. agar. For angar (with in-

serted /j)» see 11.2.

3.5. Initial wd- becomes o in [A] ombdr 'seat' (Amh. wdmbdr).

3.6. An initial o, 6 may bring about a preceding w; e.g., 5nqa 'know': wonqa;

olldm 'those*: wolldm.

4. Dental d

4.1. Final d may occasionally become r; e.g., hur ffor hud) tdhur (for tdhud)

layyu ne 'this is different from this'; hur (for hud) su 'this man*; tdwor (for tdwod)

'from there '^

4.2, Final t may become d either in suffixes or in lexemes in which final t is a

radical of the root. In suffixes, as in the perfect 3d singular: ndd 'she is*, sdbbdrdd

'she broke*; in a feminine suffix, as in ahad 'sister*; in various nouns with a final

"feminine" suffix /, as in amdd 'year* (Amh. amdt)y angdd 'neck' (Amh. angdt),

asad 'fire* (Amh. asat),fid 'face' (Amh./Zr).

Examples for nouns with an original final t becoming d\ bed 'house' (Amh.

bet), mod 'death' (Amh. mot), and in the verb moda 'die' (Amh. motd)^.

1 For Amharic d:r, see Amharic, p. 7.

2 For final t becoming d in Ennemor and Endegeii, see Gurage xliv.



6.2] LOSS OF INTERMEDIATE h

Examples for a non-final d, as in arada (SArg.) 'tongue' (Har. arrat), bdrddo

'cattle pen' (Amh. bdrdt)\ yedaHnaw 'which?' (Amh. ydtaMaW).

4.3, On the other hand, final t is preserved in dtiqBfat 'obstacle', ?nqdrt 'goi-

ter', dagdt 'ascent', and others. It is quite possible that the nouns with final -t are

borrowed from Amharic.

4.4. The t of the gerund that occurs in Amharic only in the verbal class sdmma

and qdrrd, as sdmto, qdrto is generalized in Argobba in all the verbal classes and

appears as d (54,1.1.); e.g.. sdbrddo (from sdbbdra 'break'), (^ndo (from (^ana 'load'),

gdbdo (from gdbba 'enter').

5. Laryngeal h

5A. h corresponds historically to a variety of consonants. Thus, h goes back to

h in halia 'there is'; to h in halldba 'to milk', habbdta 'swell'; to h in hadddra

'spend the night'; to ^ in hammdna 'believe', hanndsa (also anndsa) 'be less'; to f m
harrdfa 'take a rest', hamdd 'year*. For many more examples, see the verbal classes

with initial, medial, and final h.

5.2. The presence of h whether initial, medial or final causes changes in the

expected vocalization. An original */io becomes ha\ e.g., habbdta 'swell', hadddga

'grow' as against sdbbdra 'break'; sdhaqa 'laugh' as against sdbbdra 'break*; ayhalbu

'he doesn't milk' as against aysdbru 'he doesn't break'.

5.3. *^//a becomes dha\ c.g.^ydhalbdl 'he milks' as diga^insi y^sdbrdl 'he breaks';

sdhaq 'laugh!' as against .y^^ar 'break!'.

5.4. *dhV (=vowel) may become 9ha; e.g., qddddha and qdddaha 'he drew wa-

ter' as against sdbbdra 'he broke'; qddddhdd and qdddBhdd 'she drew water' as against

sdbbdrdd 'she broke'; qdddhi and qdddhi 'draw (f.) water!' as against sdbdri.

For VhV becoming /', see 13.2.

6. LOSS OF INTERMEDIATE h

6. 1

.

When preceded by a consonant (but sometimes by a vowel) and followed

mostly by a vowel (but sometimes by a consonant) h may be lost. Examples: ashaSSa,

asheHa and aseHa, as-sitm of haHa 'rub'; yBhaS or y9^, jussive of haHa 'rub';

ashen^a and asen^a 'show', ^[^-stem of han^a 'see'; asheda, aseda, a^-stem of heda

'go'; ydldb for yahldb, jussive of haldba 'to milk'; maldb for mahldb, verbal noun of

haldba 'to milk'; sdhaq and saq 'laugh!'.

6.2. VY=voweU-/iV^, or C (=consonant)-/iV: may become Ci with loss of h\

sdhaqdo and s'lqdo, gerund of sdhaqa 'laugh'; y?ldhsdl and ydlisdl 'he licks', from

Idhasa; y^wdhzdl and ydwizdl 'he seizes', from wdhaza; asmdhdt and asmlt, impera-
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tive of the as-stem of mdhafa *hit'; yarhBq and yarlq, imperfect of the j-stem of

rdhaqa 'be far'.

For the vowel h see 13.2.

6.3. An original medial /i of a triradical verb is most often omitted with ~dha

becoming a\ e.g., laka for Idhaka *send*; gara and gdhara *make*; laqa *grow' for

Idhaqa; dala 'be able' for ^dhala\ (ana *load' for (dhana. Note, however, that the

original h may also be kept; e.g., Idhaka, ddhala\ see verbs with 2d radical h and

verbs of the class laka (68, 72).

7. Assimilation

7.1. TOTAL REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION

7.1.1. The morpheme t of the /a-stem is assimilated to any consonant that fol-

lows; e.g., *yatndkkds > y^nndkkds 'he will be bitten', y9tkdffdt > y?kkdffdt 'it is

opened'

7.1.2. The dentals t, d are also assimilated in other circumstances:

tk > kk\ e.g.. kdffdtku > kdffdkku 'I opened'; gemmdtku > gemmdkku 'I esti-

mated';

ts > ss\ e.g., dmmdtsdddb > 9mm9ssddab 'she who insults';

td > dd\ e.g., kdjfdtd > kdjfddd 'you (f.) opened'; gemmdtd > gemmddd 'you

(f.) estimated';

d^ > dd\ e.g., mod(^ > mo^6 'you (f.) died'; hed6 > hedd 'you (f.) went';

dk > kk; e,g.,fdrrddk > fdrrdkk 'you (m.) judged'.

7.1.3. The liquid cluster Ir > rr\ e.g., alrdggdfaw > arrdggafaw 'he didn't kick';

alrdddaw > arrdddaw 'he didn't help'.

7.1.4. The sibilant s, z is asssimilated to a following S, f; e.g. 9s^€rrdha>

a^^errdha 'it was bought'; as^ema 'he deposited' > a^^iema; *tazdzi >*tazdi > tafdz

'be (f.) ordered!'.

7.1.5. Isolated occurrences of regressive assimilation:

bs > ss in labs > l9s(s) 'dress';

zd > dd in wizdo > widdo 'he taking';

rs > ss in kdrs > kds(s) 'abdomen', and probably also k?ssu 'he', kassa 'she' <

karsu, karsa < kdrsu, kdrsa;

ns > ss in mans > mass 'small'.

7.1 .6. Assimilation may occur across word boundaries; e.g., hand ndgdr > hann

ndgdr 'something'; man h^ > mal b§ 'which child?'.



7.4.2] ASSIMILATION

7.2. PARTIAL REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION

7.2.1. nb may become mh, that is, the nasal dental n becomes a labial m in

contact with the labial h. Examples: ambdrakkaka *kneer from anbdrdkkdka\ dmba

*tear' (n.) from 9nba\ ambdrt 'naver from anbart; Bmbdra *he/it was* from anbdra;

sdmbdd 'Saturday, Sunday' from sdnbdd\

122. sd > S^ in ndkkdsc > ndkkdSd *you (f.) bit'.

7.3, PROGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION

7.3.1. Contiguous: qk > qq\ e.g., sdrrdqk *you (sg. m.) stole* > sdrrdqq; dam-

mdqko *you (sg.m.) decorated it' > ddmmdqqo;

th > tt in athalbu 'you (sg. m.) don't milk* > attalbu. This procedure applies to

all the verbs with initial h,

7.3.2. Noncontiguous: hnsdkrdn *in order that we become drunk' > lalsdkran.

lA. SPECIAL CASES OF PROGRESSIVE AND REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION

7.4.1. Of special interest are a few occurrences that are not to be found in the

other Ethiopian languages. In these occurrences there is an intermediary stage of as-

similation that may explain the final outcome.

Thus, tk > qq in *^etke *you (m.) sold it* becoming ^eqqe is to be explained by

*^etke > "^satqe (progressive assimilation of tk >tq) > Seqqe (regressive assimila-

tion). The same phenomenon occurs in *alfdlldtku *I did not split* > alfdlldqqu.

t^ > ((\ in *se((^ *you (f.) sold' > lSe((, going through an intermediary stage of

*Setd > "^^etx (progressive assimilation) > ^e(( (regressive assimilation); cp.also

"^alfdlldt^u 'you (f.) didn't split* > alfdlld((u.

dk > gg, in *modk 'you (m.) died* > *modg (assimilation of voicing) > mogg

(regressive assimilation); cp. also a-wedk 'you told* > a-wegg, andfdrrddku 'I judged*

>fdrrdggu.

The same assimilation occurs in SArg. harag(g)e 'you slaughtered it* for haradke, and al-

harag(g)u-m 'I did not slaughter' (or al-haradku-m.

^^ > M^ m *alfdrrddcu 'you (f.) didn't judge* > *alfdrdd^u (assimilation of

voicing) > aifdrrd^^u (regressive assimilation); cp. also modi^ 'you (f.) died* > mo^§,

and hedc 'you (f.) went' > hegg.

1A2. More difficult to explain is ^hedku *I went* becoming he^ku and modku

'I died' becoming mo^ku. If my recording is correct, the voiced d became a voiced g

which is the voiced counterpart of the voiceless k; thus dk became ^k.
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7.5. ASSIMILATION OR OMISSION OF A CONSONANT IN FREQUENTLY USED VERBS

7.5. L The frequently used verbs are: ambdra * he/it was', ala *he said*, wala

*he spent the day\ hawa 'he gave', and gddddla 'he killed'

^

7.5.2. In the conjugation of ambdra *he/it was' the final r is assimilated to the

following suffix -k, -d as clearly evidenced by al-ambdkku *you (m.) were not' (for

al-dmbdrku), al-ambd^du 'you (f.) were not' (for al-ambdrdu).

It should be pointed out that one would have to examine other verbs ending in r, such as

deggdra 'be difficult', ddffdra 'dare' to ascertain whether in these verbs -rk, -rd would also

result in -kk, -^^ (that is, alddffdkku, aldeggdkku). Even though I didn't investigate these forms

I doubt whether in any verb ending in -r the sequence -rk, -rtf would result in an assimilated

form -kk, ~^(f. Consequently, I arrive at the conclusion that it is only in the frequently used

Bmbdra that -rk, -r<5 results in -kk, -dd by assimilation.

7.5.3. In the conjugation of the verb ala 'say\ when / is followed by the verbal

endings -k (2d m.), -^ (2d f.), -kum (2d pi.), the / is omitted rather than assimilated to the

following consonant. Indeed, the assimilation of / to the following k for 'you (pi.) said'

would have resulted in akkum, while the actual form is akum. with a missing /.

7.5.4. In the conjugation of the verb hawa *give' I recorded hak 'you (sg. m.)

gave', ha<^ 'you (sg. f.) gave', haku (but also hawku, ha^'k 'I gave'), forms that would

indicate that w is missing.

7.5.5. The assimilation of dl > II occurs in the frequently used verb gddddla

'kill'. The form that I recorded is ligdlle < ligddle 'in order that he kills him'.

The only other verbs that end in dl are g^adddla 'lack', bedddla 'ill-treat', and

nddddla 'make a hole'. One would have to investigate these verbs to ascertain whether

the sequence dl also results in //. Note that on the basis of Amharic where g^ddddld

'lack' likewise shows the assimilation of dl into // (as in yag^'dllall for yag^'ddlall) it

is safe to assume that this feature also occurs in Argobba. It is not sure that this as-

similation applies to the verbs bedddla 'ill-treat', and nddddla 'make a hole'.

8. Dissimilation

The labial w of a noun expressing an instrument becomes vv^ if there is a labial/ in

the noun.2. Examples wof^o 'mill' (fromfd((a 'grind'), wonaf *be\[ov/s' (from ndjfaha

'blow'), wdrfa 'awl' (from rp: G. rafia 'sew').^

1 For the changes that occur in frequently used words, see W. Leslau,1969, pp. 189-

198.

2 This is also the case in Amharic. The dissimilation would probably also occur with

a labial by m in the noun, but there are no occurrences attested,

3 For Amharic, see Amharic, p. 26.



10.2] PALATALIZATION

9. Gemination

9.L All the consonants may be geminated except h; e.g., sdhbdra *break\ but

fdhaqa 'tan'; dnnekkdsa 'he was bitten', but ammehata 'he was hit'; as-melldsa *re-

tum\ but amehata 'hit'. However, in the m-stem that has the form annekkdsa (that

is, a geminated 1st radical), the verbs with 1st radical h have the form dhihelldba

(from halldha)\ dhheHa 'it was rubbed' (from ha^^a)\ ahhen^a 'it was seen' (from

hanga *see'); see 67.1. Note that for the Argobba spoken in C'anno I recorded Bh-

helldba, with geminated h.

9.1.1. Incidentally, the Argobba root han§a (with h) and the Harari root hi^a

(with h) would confirm the opinion expressed by F. Praetorius 1879, p. 510, and

Gurage, p. 103 that the origin of the Argobba and Harari root, as well as of Amh.

ayyd and of Gafat an§d, goes back to the Semitic root hzy (cp. Hebrew hdzd).

9.2. Final gemination is hardly audible; thus, I recorded the form a^kdrad 'ser-

vants', but in intervocalic position aSkdradHu 'his servants', with geminated ^; com-

pound imperfect yasddhdl 'he offends', but in intervocalic position yasddbdllu 'they

offend'. However, in occurrences of assimilation I was more aware of the expected

gemination and I recorded forms such as gemmdd^ 'you (f.) estimated', from gemmdt^;

fdrrdkk 'you (m,) judged*, from fdrrddk; neggdgg 'you traded', from neggddk, and

so on.

9.3. Note that ft is geminated in forms in which the gemination is not expected;

e.g., agdMddo 'he finding' instead oi agriddo; waMado 'he swimming' instead of

waMo ^
.

9.4. A minimal pair of a geminated and non-geminated consonant is zdr 'fam-

ily' as against zdn 'river'.

10. Palatalization

10.1. As noted above, the palatals are phonemic. The process of palatalization

is also a phonetic feature. Indeed, the dentals d, t, t, i n and the sibilants s, z are

palatalized when followed by the vowel -/. The resulting sounds are: di > ^, ti > c, ti

> (, a > y, ni > n, si > s, zi > z. Examples: gdmadi > gdma§ 'who twists a rope';

kdfati > kdfad 'who opens'; bdlafi > bdla( 'who exceeds'; kdfali > kdfay 'who

pays'; Idmmani > Idmmari 'who begs'; bdt^asi > bdttas 'who pulls out'; bdrazi >

bdraz 'who dilutes honey in water'.

10.2. Occasional palatalization also occurs in several lexemes: Dn?Ra 'female,

woman', Amh. andst\ k^'asa 'ball', Amh. k^as; (dhed 'sun', Amh. tay (but C M.

also (et); murac 'spittle', Amh. maraq (but also So. aramma^d).

1 For the non-expected geminated ri in Amharic, see Amharic 5.3.
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10.3. A palatalization difficult to explain is 9wwalza *talk to one another' de-

rived fi^om a-weda *say*. Note also that a variant of awwaiia is dwwayya unless

awwayya is to be compared with Amh. awwayayyd 'discuss (problems), talk some-

thing over with someone*.

11. Insertion of n

11.1 There are several nouns with an inserted n. While some of them precede a

velar, others precede a prepalatal. The nouns with an inserted n that also occur in

Amharic are: dnqdfat 'obstacle* (Amh. ^rtqafat, and nearly all the other Ethiopian

languages; see Gurage, p. 70 under Bnqdft) ; 3nt9ff ala 'spit* (from the root tf>)\ hand

'one* (Amh. and, also Z. and); mdhdnied *best man* (Amh. mize, man^e, G. mdhaza\

for the other languages, see Gurage, p. 413, under mdniet, p. 442 under mize).

1 1.2. The nouns with inserted n that also occur in Harari and in some Gurage

dialects are: ?ngBr *foot' (also in S. W. Z.); anqdra *stomach* (H. anqdr, but C Gt.

M. aqdr).

11. 3. The nouns that also occur in the various Gurage dialects (but not in Harari)

with inserted n are: dn^ 'hand* (S. W. Z, Bn^, Amh, 3g^)\ gan^ir *bread* (Gt. gan-

g'dra, So. gan^ir; for its connection with Amh. gaggdrd 'bake' and anqdra 'bread',

see Gurage, p. 309, under g'ang'dra); gonio 'hut* (So. W. gonio, Amh. go^^o, pos-

sibly resulting from ^^ passing into ^f, ^^); golanda 'knife' (Amh. gdlddo); han^a

'see* (S. W. anze, C azd-m)\ a~son<^e 'smell' (S. W. son^e, H. soi^a going back to

Ifr; see Gurage, p. 550, under sonce); gunf 'back of the body' (E. M. So. g'dnid, but

C En. g'iM; note also [A] g9^o)\ handttdra 'fence in' (Amh. attdrd 'fence in', but

M. Go. So. antarayd 'fence*, S. W. Z. dntdrat),

11.4. With n becoming m before a labial: komfa 'lung* to be compared with

Har. kUf; gumbac 'cheek, chin* {<gunb9()^, Amh. gunc.

11.5. The lexemes with an inserted n that occur only in Argobba are: onqa,

wonqa 'know' (from the root ^w^: G. <oqa, Amh. awwdqd)\ lihinto 'peel' (from Idhafa

'to peel'); mani^rat 'nape of the neck' (Amh. mazrat)\ makara and mankara (SArg.)

'pot'; sannt 'seven' (if it is to be compared with the Semitic root sb<, represented in

Amharic as sdbat).

6 For inserted b, see 3.4.



14.1] MEETING OF VOWELS

12. VOWELS

12.L The following table illustrates the position of the vowels:

front center back

high / d u

mid € d o

low a

For the pronunciation of the vowels, set Amharic, pp. 31-33.

The original vowel a following w is occasionally rounded; e.g., wddddqa,

wdlldda.

12.2. Initial Amharic 9 is often represented as a in Argobba; e.g., dyyd *each*

(Amh. Byyd), ddme 'age' (Amh. 9dme), d§§9g *much' (Amh. 9§§9g), drs bdrspnno

'they one another' (Amh. 9rs), dkdle *so-and-so' (Amh. akdle), dffala 'blow* (Amh.

^ffaldl

Within Argobba initial a also alternates with a, as in dmmibdqdM and ammi'

bdqdM 'that is sufficient for me'; aggdMa and dggdMa *it was found*.

12.3. Vocalic assimilation occurs in tdlo and tolo 'soon'.

13. Vocalic length

I recorded a few long vowels, but vocalic length is not phonemic.

13.1. Long vowels were recorded in some Arabic loanwords; e.g., risdla 'let-

ter', kitdb 'book*, din 'faith*, mdndm 'dream', §imdd ahar, name of month, but dot

in rabi awwal, nor in rabi sani as against Ar. rabi^. It is quite possible that in recoi*d-

ing these long vowels I was influenced by the Arabic pronunciation.

13.2. I also recorded vocalic length in the contracted form of some verbs with

2d radical h, as in siqdo (and sdhaqdo) 'he laughing'; yariqdl (and yardhqdi) 'he

removes to a distance'; yawlzdl 'he takes* (from wdhaza 'take*); wizdo 'he taking',

for wahazdo, gerund of wdhaza 'take*; yaglrdl (and yagdhardl) 'he makes*.

Furthermore a long vowel also occurs in onqa, wonqa 'he knew*, sir 'grass*,

sifa 'medicament', in which h is not involved.

Future researchers will have to reexamine the question of vocalic length in

Argobba,

14. Meeting of vowels

14.1. Same vowels:

d-d > d : ydhayd 'of my brother*, ixoxxiyd-dh-ayd.

d-d > a: lalcalan 'that we may be able*, from la-aldalan.
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14.2. Different vowels:

d-a > a: e.g., yawyd, from yd-aw-yd *of my father*; yank *your\ from yd-ank;

yahmbdra *he who was not', from yd-al'9mbdra.

B-a > a: e.g., ydmmaygddBl 'he who does not kill', from ydmmd-aygdd9l.

d-a > 9, i: e.g., yanna 'our*, from yd-9nna; ydnnakum 'your' (pi.), from yd-9nnakum\

hyyo *for me*, from Id-ayyo, lit. 'for I*; wdddyyo 'toward me', from wddd-ayyo, lit.

'toward!'.

For the forms byyo, wdddyyo, see 26.2.

14.3. Inasmuch as / is a variant of a (cp, ambdra and imbdra 'he was', yagdlhya

'he kills her' as against yawdddiya 'he loves her', ya^al and ya^il 'he can', ydhiyd

and ydhayd, from yd-dh-ayd 'of my brother*), one obtains forms such as binna 'in

us* for bd-anna, tinna 'from us' for td-anna, astimbdra dards 'until he was' for astd-

ambdra/imbdra. Note, however, that I recorded saldmbdra 'because he was' for sald-

ambdra and not salambdra.

14.3.1. Note also -aya > iya, as in layafbu 'in order that they wash' > liyafbu;

layabd^ 'in order that he fixes' > liyabd^; bayans 'at least' > biyans (lit, 'if it is

little*).

15. Insertion of a semivowel h^, y

The two contiguous vowels may also remain and a semivowel y or w is then interca-

lated between them. If the 1st vowel is a, i , e, most normally a semivowel y (but

also w) is intercalated between the two vowels; if the 1st vowel is o, a semivowel w
(and occasionally y) is intercalated between them. Examples: gamelayih 'your (f.)

earner, bdgiyah 'your (m.) 'sheep*, al-mdhateyu 'he did not hit him*^; aldaleyu 'I

cannot do it' (but also ge^'u-n 'the country-^?'), bdqlo^'ah 'your (m.) mule', bdqlo^'ih

'your (f.) mule* (but also mdttadoye 'it ailing him').

16. Contraction of syllables

a-ya > i: ydmmisddab 'he who insults' fox ydmmayasddab.

d-ye > e: bed 'where?', from bd-yed.

ay > e: den loan', from Ar, dayn,

d-wo > o: andod 'thus' for andd wad 'like that'; bod 'there' for bd-wod 'in that'.

d-wd > o: (olldga 'wither', from (dwdlIdga,

dw becomes o, u: (o 'salt', but remains also as (dw; su 'man' from sdw (Amh.).

1 See also the analysis of ahuneyu 'he is not' (38.4.1).
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1

17. Elision of 9

The original j may be elided when preceded by a word ending in a vowel. Examples:

bd'gdzza n^u (for an^u) moda 'he killed himself (lit. 'with-his-own-hand he-died');

kBssu (fordo (for attordo) mdua *he came carrying a load'; argBzdo mbdr (for Bmbar)

*he was riding'; awu nk^'a (for ank^a) 'even his father'.

Note also the elision of a in forms such as albdlu (for ahbalu) *I don't eat';

alhedu (for ahhedu) *I don't go'.

18. Clustering in phrases

If words constitute a phrase and the first word ends in two consonants or in a gemi-

nated consonant, a vowel b is intercalated between the first and the second word;

e.g., handhanda hss halldnna 'each of us has a dress'; handa ne *it is the same';

astd zdrra dards 'until the river'; dyya ndM *it is I'.
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